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Preface
Operating in mature markets is a
real challenge, particularly in terms
of realising shareholder growth
expectations. And while realising
growth is one thing, realising profitable
growth is altogether different. Vlerick
and PwC have been working together
to investigate the models and drivers
behind profitable growth.
This year, the underlying topic is
‘How can suppliers reinvent
their relationship with channel
partners in order to spur
profitable growth?’

Most product manufacturers work
with (one or more) channel partner
to sell their wares, often maintaining
close, long-term relationships. While
this should be a mutually-beneficial
arrangement - suppliers reach
consumers around the world while
focusing on their core competencies
and channel partners receive
compensation for their expertise - too
often they act as enemies, competing
for gains, endangering their profits and
reputation as a result.
But the more seamlessly they work
together, and the more symbiotic the
connections between them, the greater
the potential for profit for the whole
network.

Increased use of IT, concentration and
distributor shelf management have
helped shift bargaining power in favour
of the channel partner. Suppliers are
running the risk of losing some of their
autonomy to more powerful channel
partners that can leverage their direct
consumer contact and insights.
Going forward suppliers and their
‘channels’ should review their mindset
about how they apprehend each
other. The challenge here is to reshape
assumptions and corresponding
behaviours that led to a dead-end
zero-sum game in suppliers-channels
relations.

About the study
We conducted extensive quantitative research with 104
companies in various industries to investigate how
companies, engaged in ‘B2B2C’ relationships, manage the
power game with their channel partners.
Research for this study also included 14 in-depth
interviews with successful companies active in the
manufacturing or distribution of fast-moving consumer
goods, household goods or pharmaceuticals.
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Once ‘newly’ minded about the
necessity of the change, one should
carefully select and deploy key levers.
This research identifies a few.
The most promising means at suppliers’
disposal revolve around re-establishing
the – too often – broken link with their
end consumer. This takes the form of
direct communication, co-creation of
products and services with end-users
and facilitating their journey. The
reason for such a ‘reward’ on these
activities is that they also conduct
the promise of high success and
wealth creation for channel partners:
excitement is created at the two ends of
the chain.

Other more classical ‘means’, i.e. highquality products or innovation are
becoming pre-requisites to a mutually
beneficial relationship… but they
don’t offer any decisive advantage to
suppliers.
The other way around is revamping
the relationship model. Our survey
reveals a rather depressing relationship
starting block. Suppliers feel that
they provide most time and resources
in the relation whereas their say is
proportionally too low.

Getting around this problem requires
to reboot trade terms structure with
an eye on rewarding only actions with
mutual benefits (as of today this is the
case in only 1 out of 3 ‘trade’ events).
We also observed that surprisingly,
channel partners don’t require more
‘visits’ for suppliers, but rather more
value added on a selected number of
visits.
If considered carefully, we believe that
the results from this research pave the
way to a renewed cooperation between
suppliers and their channels; on the
way to be ‘frenemies’.

Being successful means creating value
for consumers, and being able to capture value
from consumers too.

Peter Vermeire

Koen Tackx

Partner,
Management Consulting

Professor of
Management Practice

PwC

Vlerick Business School
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The birth of the zero-sum game
Suppliers and channel partners have
much to gain by finding ways to work
together for strategic advantage
as they share many of the same
objectives: increased sales, brand
equity, cost savings, optimised
processes and systems, and happy
customers.
However, as our survey shows, this
relationship often isn’t as symbiotic
as it could be; most suppliers believe
they create greatest value in the chain,
but are not rewarded fairly for it. In
other words, the perception from
suppliers is that their channel partners
capture a larger share of the profits
than what they bring to the table.
(See Figure 1).
Worse still, a huge two-thirds of the
companies we spoke with believe
their channel partners are actually
impeding their ability to create value
and generate profits (See Figure 2).
These perceptions are all but
encouraging a positive mindset; on
the contrary they fuel a tension which
drags down long-term profitability
and even in some cases can hamper
the business sustainability. In worstcase scenarios, the supplier, the
main driver of customer value, is left
behind or forced to lower quality due
to pressure from powerful channel
partners looking to capture value.
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Figure 1. Manufacturers perceive they create more value than they capture
Average perception of respondents

Figure 2. Manufacturers believe their channel partners are impeding their ability to
capture the value they deserve
% of respondents who agree with the statement1

1

Respondents who answered ‘Don’t know’ are not included in the chart. No respondent answered
‘Strongly disagree’.
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Our previous work in helping
companies in B2B and B2C confirms
that this perception is not a fallacy.
When investigating on how trade
activities conducted jointly contribute
to suppliers and channel partners’
welfare, we realised that the situation
is tragic: two-thirds of trade activities
are beneficial to the channel partner at
the expense of the supplier. This is
what we call a further proof of the
zero-sum game that, once set in
motion, will drag down the whole
chain of stakeholders from suppliers to
channel partners and by domino effect
to consumers themselves.

One fast-moving Consumer Goods
Manager warns, ‘In the grip of hitting
short-term business targets, the focus
on creating value for stakeholders
(including consumers) is decreasing.
This negative vicious circle leads to
commodity products and services
while resources for creating innovative
products dwindle.’

The underlying drivers of this dead-end
situation are bound to keep fuelling the
vicious circle. Historical trends are still
at play i.e. concentration of channels,
development of private labels and
fuelled by emerging and accelerating
trends i.e. digitalisation of retail,
importance of the ‘total experience’ for
customers (see figure 3 for a survey of
these trends).
The urgency is now to set a new
direction in how suppliers to channel
relations are managed. The urgency
needs, however, careful thinking before
acting. We propose a two side equation
to guide you through this change.

Figure 3. Our experience at PwC shows that five major trends contribute to this shift.

1.

3.

2.

4.

Concentration of
distributors. Growth in
global retailing has been driven by
concentration of the largest players in
all sectors; packaged goods, apparel,
pharmaceuticals, paints, personal
computers, etc.
Development of private
labels. Private labels are now a
core part of most consumers’ shopping
repertoires. As viable alternatives, they
make most brands – and therefore
suppliers – replaceable.

Channels are the main means
of differentiation. Globalisation
of competition and quicker information
flows mean products can be quickly
imitated. It’s no longer just the product
that counts, but how, when and where it’s
delivered to the customer.
Rise of digital retail. The rise of
digital marketing, Big Data and
new technologies allow distributors to
have greater access to shopper data,
putting suppliers at a disadvantage.

5.

Myopic view of the channel
partner relationship. Suppliers
may be unfamiliar with distributor
operations and fail to provide appropriate
incentives and/or support. Too often,
they focus on the total cost of ownership,
a strategy that could alienate partners,
and not the total value of the relationship.
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Build the value you deserve
We probed 104 companies to
understand, where as of today, they
were organising and prioritising
their efforts to create value for end
consumers. Not surprisingly ‘quality
products’ was the top-of-mind choice
of respondents.

Product and service innovation remain
crucial for most respondents while
suppliers expressed their priority to
have these communicated directly to
end consumers. Details of the survey
results can be found in figure 4.

		
Figure 4.
Suppliers still focus first on their core capabilities to create value for the end consumer

1

6

Respondents were asked ‘How does your company create value for the end-consumer?’. Multiple answers were possible.
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More interestingly, we found that
suppliers who have the upper-hand in
the relationship with their channels
were those striving to facilitate the end
consumer journey while ensuring a
direct communication with them.

A disappointment for participants to
the survey could be that innovation on
products and services is a prerequisite
but is rarely synonymous with an
improvement in the balance of power
with their channels (See Figure 5).

Based on these findings we believe
suppliers can improve their standing in
two directions.

		
Figure 5.
Suppliers who have the upper-hand in the relationship have a greater propensity to directly engage with end consumers
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Re-establish the broken link
with the consumer
Nowadays, one of the most potent
way to create value is to leverage your
ability to modernise how you connect
with shoppers. This area requires
augmented capabilities.
Establishing a value-adding
relationship between a manufacturer
and consumers isn’t always evident,
as the manufacturer ‘outsources’ this
contact to the channel partner, and
often only has partial knowledge of
end consumers. But it’s of paramount
importance; analysing buying
behaviour and feedback allows you
to better understand what consumers
want and need.

The shortest way to ensure a
connection with end consumers is to
become part of their buying journey,
perhaps via direct-to-consumer
e-commerce shops, ‘laterally extending’
the channels through which you reach
end consumers. This may seem an
expensive solution on the outside,
but it represents a valuable mean of
re-establishing the broken link with
consumers.
You can also create greater value by
enhancing the existing consumer
journey, including automation,
personalisation and context-based
interaction. One beauty goods supplier
has created an app that can analyse
a person’s face and recommends
tailor-made make-up advice, offers
purchase possibilities and suggests
complementary products.
Clearly, it’s possible to reach and
learn from consumers in a way
that’s synergistic with distribution,
allowing you to add value to the total
network, rather than engaging in
competing behaviours. Fifty-eight
percent of surveyed companies report
communicating directly with end
consumers in one way or another.

A lesser-used technique aimed at
engaging end consumers – only 13
percent of our survey indicated using
it - is to co-create solutions with
end consumers and/or distributors
and suppliers. The lack of uptake
of this approach may be because
successful co-creation practices
can only be achieved when an
organisation has a deep knowledge of
its end consumers (and/or suppliers),
engages in successful and frequent
communication with them and is able
to move quickly and adaptively in the
production process, using fast-learning
cycles. Co-creation has great potential
for innovation, learning and value
creation.
Gathering consumer insights through
direct engagement allows suppliers
to better tailor future products to
the consumers’ needs. It also puts
them back in the driver seat of their
relationship with channel partners.

58%

of surveyed companies communicates
directly with end consumers

13%

of our sample co-creates products with
consumers, although it is an important
lever in the relationship with suppliers
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Reassess and fine tune your
product portfolio
One company interviewed, active in the
flooring industry, recently developed
a sub-brand with a compelling story,
‘Carpets can be just like chocolate, sold in
a box, with a story and wrapping paper,
to make them more attractive. We named
our product range according to the
emotion they instil, not their technical
capabilities.’
Starting from this principle, the
company, jointly with its major channel
partner, completely overhauled
the presentation of its products in
store. Recognising that colour is the
most important feature of a carpet,
it reorganised its range by colour
rather than by material or model;
‘We combine this consumer-centric
approach with innovative point-of-sales
displays that simplify the consumer
purchasing process by enabling the
consumer to rapidly sift through our
whole assortment.’

Success here has more to do with
selling ideas and solutions than items,
and will require new capabilities on
the part of suppliers. This may mean
shifting focus from the products you
supply to the occasions you fulfil.
Suppliers should focus on offering
continuously outstanding value:
better than their competitors and
better than in the past. The manager
of a pharmaceutical company says,
‘There can be significant impact on price
elasticity if a consumer knows that your
brand is outstanding.’ Quality builds
loyalty; ‘over delivering’ quality is a
successful way to achieve consumer
delight and is associated with repeated
buying behaviour.

This requires continuous innovation;
67% of our population indicated
they actively develop new solutions
for consumers and 58% add new
features to existing products. Winning
suppliers are those that think like
distributors; how will the category
evolve? How quickly will private labels
grow? Will this category evolve to be
more premium or more value-driven?
What’s the right number of brands in a
category?
One question for any supplier trying
to develop new products is your ability
to develop the necessary capabilities
to support an expanded portfolio.
You need to make a few, carefully
considered new bets, while eliminating
parts of your portfolio that may be
redundant or lack a clear position.
The challenge is to figure out exactly
what products you need to maximise
your sales within different consumer
segments.

The three most frequently used
value creation initiatives are the
introduction or improvement of
products and services
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Capture the value you deserve
The survey on the relationship mindset
between suppliers and their channels
unveiled a straightforward finding:
suppliers feel that they provide most time
and resources in the relationship for too
low of ‘say’. (See Figure 6)

Figure 6. Channel partners have the upper-hand in the relationship
% of respondents1

1

Respondents who answered ‘Don’t know’ are not included in the chart. No respondent answered
‘Strongly disagree’.

Build the relationship
Building the relationship means
investing in maintaining and
expanding a collaborative relationship
with distributors where both parties
pursue common goals.
As an interviewee active in the FMCG
sector says: ‘Retailers are looking at two
things: increasing traffic in-store and
maximising margin per square meter.
This is their economics, we strive to
develop the adequate ‘pull effect’ with
our product portfolio.’
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Today, most channel partners and
suppliers work in silos to optimise
‘shelf-back’ (getting the right product
to the right shelf) and ‘shelf-forward’
(getting products off the shelf to the
right consumer) activities. Joint indepth projects, in which both players
mutually design and operate analytics
infrastructure and management
practices based on POS data, would be
a better approach.
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Parties would also be wise to
collaborate via multiple touchpoints;
when finance, supply chain and
marketing experts talk to each other,
it strengthens the relationship and
generates a continuous flow of insights
that benefit both the supplier and
channel partner. It can also offer wins
throughout the value chain: in product
development, demand planning,
joint logistics, inventory tracking,
data capture at the point of sale,
e-commerce collaboration, upskilling,
digital marketing, traditional
marketing and trade promotions.

Expand pricing strategies
to steer channel partners’
behaviour

Go beyond incentives to
optimise channel partner
relationships

The safe way to win-win thinking is
to embed it in your channel partner
investment frameworks, creating
performance-based trading terms. In
this mindset channel partners ‘earn’
additional trade spending when
delivering outcomes that create value
for both parties. When changing the
incentive system, one should avoid in
any way to penalise channel partners
by compressing margins to achieve
short-term gains.

Capturing value can also be done by
educating channel partners to sell
products and capture value for the
whole chain. Knowledgeable and
service-oriented sales people are
better able to guide consumers, convey
your brand story and point out why
solutions are relevant and qualitative.
According to a chocolate manufacturer
Manager: ‘Consumers are more and
more looking for the story behind what
they consume. Through a transparent
supply chain and our investments in
traceability of our resources, we help our
channel partners tell a sustainable story
to their consumers.’

Instead, channel partners should
be incentivized to focus on
providing value-adding services and
complementing the supplier’ sales
efforts. Steering means orientating
their behaviours rather than blindly
let them choose what they do. This
approach produces mutual benefits:
you’re more likely to achieve your
specific goals across the entire product
portfolio and channel partners will
know exactly what they need to do to
maximise their compensation.

This approach benefits both parties;
you significantly increase margins
and channel partners receive higher
revenues. As sales representatives
deal with many different product
lines, including some outside their
area of expertise, they appreciate
help in building their knowledge and
capabilities.

Offer exclusivity
Offering exclusivity to customers
means tailoring solutions to their
wants, needs and profiles. By offering
exclusivity to channel partners, as
well as consumers, you assure your
relevance and sustained partnership
with channel partners. Exclusive
deals, services or solutions give
channel partners the feeling that their
relationship matters and that there’s
something to gain from continuing or
investing in the relationship.
Offering exclusivity can be achieved in
two ways:
• At the relationship level, by
dedicating personnel and resources
to the relationship with the
channel partner. By building the
relationship with the channel
partner, you can capture value
from the channel partner as they
offer more services. Noted by one
interviewee: ‘We build teams around
our direct customers. This also means
that our planning people have an
external focus. This approach allows
us to know in advance how our direct
customers will plan their sales.’
• By offering the channel partner
exclusive rights to sell a particular
solution. Said another interviewee:
‘We offer a branded range to our
most important customer, and
another customer gets a slightly
modified range with another brand
name.’ Another interviewee
confesses that he gives his
ingredient brand a different name
in every geographical market. This
approach means that collaboration
with one channel doesn’t damage
the relation with another and the
distributor can differentiate itself
from other retailers.
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Conclusion
Suppliers can no longer
maintain a business-as-usual
position when it comes to
distribution. If you don’t
re‑examine all aspects of your
relationships using objective,
fact-based analyses, you could
lose value and miss important
opportunities.
Being successful means creating
value for consumers, and being
able to capture value from
consumers too. This report
offers multiple strategies
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that have proven effective in
creating and capturing value
for consumers.
Based on our research, we
recommend that suppliers
and channel partners stop
considering their collaboration
to be a zero-sum game in which
the gains of one will be a loss for
the other. By actively investing
in the relationship with channel
partners and creating superior
value for consumers, suppliers
will flourish in the network.
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